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SAMPLE SIZE

INTERVIEW 

DATES

TARGET 

AUDIENCE WEIGHTINGMETHOD

In total we interviewed 878 

New Zealanders. A sample 

of this size has a maximum 

margin of error of +/-3.3%. 

See Appendix for more 

detailed breakdown of 

sample structure.

7 to 21 March 2022New Zealanders aged 

18 and over

The results have been 

post-weighted by age 

within gender, region and 

ethnicity, so that they 

mirror the makeup of the 

adult New Zealand 

population.

Online survey using 

Kantar’s research panel. 

A panel of over 100,000 

New Zealanders who’ve 

signed up to participate 

in research with us in 

exchange for rewards.

Method
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Background and objectives

New Zealand Search and Rescue (NZSAR) conducted qualitative 

research in 2016 to better understand the New Zealand public’s 

expectations of search and rescue services. This research builds upon 

the findings of the 2016 research, quantifying the results and providing 

an updated view. Key research questions include:

• Do people know what distress beacons are, and are they using them?

• How effective has the distress beacons digital marketing campaign 

been?
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Summary: 
Distress 

beacons 

knowledge, 

ownership, and 

usage and 

digital 

marketing 

campaign 

evaluation

76% 
of New 

Zealanders know 

what a distress 

beacon is

25% 
of New 

Zealanders use a 

distress beacon

Knowledge and use of 

distress beacons

Asian New Zealanders are 

much less likely than other New 

Zealanders to know what a 

distress beacon is, and to use a 

distress beacon.

We asked respondents to evaluate two ads. Ratings were similar across both ads.

In total, 13% of New Zealanders saw the Search ad (left) and 12% saw the Lost 

ad (right). 

Around 6 in 10 people who saw the ads said they made them more likely to take 

a distress beacon on their next adventure.

The ads didn’t rate as highly on improving understanding of distress beacons, 

compared to message believability and people’s intentions to take distress 

beacons on future outdoor activities. People who didn’t already know what a 

distress beacon is found the ads more difficult to understand.
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Distress beacons 

knowledge, 

ownership, and 

usage
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6
Base: All New Zealanders

Themes mentioned by less than 5% of respondents are not included

Q. What are your responsibilities to prevent/minimise you requiring search and rescue services?

We asked New Zealanders what their responsibilities are to minimise the chances of them 

requiring search and rescue services. The top response was to tell other people their plans, 

followed by taking appropriate gear. 

40%

26%

21%

17%

17%

16%

15%

12%

10%

5%

19%

Tell people your plans

Have appropriate gear/equipment

Be prepared

Plan/research your trip

Don’t take risks/act sensibly

Carry a locator beacon/GPS device

Have communication/phone

Check the conditions/risks/weather

Appropriate provisions (food, water)

Know your limits/fitness level/limitations

Don't know



7Base: All New Zealanders

76% of New Zealanders know 

what a distress beacon is

Q. Do you know what a distress beacon is?

Three quarters of New Zealanders know what a distress beacon is. Asian New Zealanders are much 

less likely to have heard of them.
This chart illustrates the demographic differences in awareness. Groups to the left are significantly lower than average, while groups 

to the right are significantly higher than average.

Less likely than 

average among

More likely than 

average among

30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Men aged 

30 to 49 

68%

Aucklanders

67%

Women aged 

18 to 29 66%

Migrants

62%

Asian New 

Zealanders 

42%

No knowledge of 

search and 

rescue in NZ 

45%

Volunteered for a search 

and rescue organisation / 

operation 90%

People who have done 

safety training 88%

People who know 

someone who needed 

to be rescued 85%
Men aged 50 plus

87%People who take part 

in boat activities 

85%

NZ Europeans 

84%

NZ born 

83%



All New Zealanders

4% 3% 7% 11% 53% 23%

Owns a distress beacon - always takes it Owns a distress beacon - sometimes takes it

Hires a distress beacon - always takes it Hires a distress beacon - sometimes takes it

Doesn't take a distress beacon - but does outdoor activies Doesn't do outdoor activities

own a 

distress 

beacon

rent a 

distress 

beacon

25%

take a distress beacon with them 

on outdoor activities 

7% 18%

Q. Do you take your distress beacon with you when doing outdoor adventure activities? | Do you hire a distress beacon when 

doing outdoor adventure activities? | Which, if any, of the following activities have you done in the last twelve months?

A quarter of New Zealanders take a distress beacon with them on outdoor activities. 

However, just over half don’t despite taking part in outdoor activities.
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9Base: All New Zealanders

25% of New Zealanders take a 

distress beacon on outdoor 

activities

Subgroup differences in distress beacon usage

People most likely to take a beacon with them include volunteers, people involved in boating 

activities and young men. On the flipside, Asian New Zealanders, Aucklanders and those who 

have no understanding of search and rescue in New Zealand are less likely to do so.

Less likely than 

average among

More likely than 

average among

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Aucklanders

19%

Migrants

19%

Asian New 

Zealanders 

18%

No knowledge of 

search and 

rescue in NZ 

10%

Volunteered for a 

search and rescue 

organisation / 

operation 55%

Men aged 18 to 29

41%

Involved in 

water 

activities 

31%

Involved in 

boating activities

43%

Involved in land activities

37%

Canterbury residents 

37%

Had 

safety 

training

36%

At least some 

knowledge of 

S&R in NZ

33%

Know 

someone who 

needed S&R  

33%



All New Zealanders who have a distress beacon at home (n=61)

Reasons why beacon owners sometimes don’t take their beacon on outdoor activities

Almost everyone who owns a beacon takes it with them on outdoor activities (96%), but there 

are some times when they are less likely to do so…

Have it on the boat only Depends on the type of activity
Only if no phone coverage / 

remote location

“It’s on our boat.”

“When boating.”

“Only when boating.”

“I have it for boating not for little local 

walks.”

“Only on boat.”

“Depends on the outdoor activity.”

“Only when on overnight stays or tricky 

terrain.”

“Only hunting.”

“Depends on nature of activities.”

“Depends on the task.”

“For remote or dangerous activities.”

“Hikes that we haven't done before.”

“If going where there is no phone 

coverage.”

“For tramping if the location is remote.”

“When in an area with no cell coverage or 

when at sea.”

“Depends where I am going, if there is 

good cellphone coverage and I'm not far 

from people I wouldn't bother.”

“If we are going somewhere without 

coverage. Always take it if going out on 

water.”
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All New Zealanders who have a distress beacon at home (n=61)

Q. Is this distress beacon registered with the Rescue Coordination Centre New Zealand?

Sixty-nine percent of people who own a distress beacon think it is registered with the Rescue 

Coordination Centre in New Zealand.  A quarter don’t know whether it is registered or not. 

Men are more likely than women to know whether or not their beacon is registered.

69%

7%

24%

84%

55%

7%

7%

9%

38%

Men Women

Don’t know

Yes, it’s registered

No, it’s not registered
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Digital marketing 

campaign 

evaluation

02
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13Base: All New Zealanders

29% 
have seen safety 

messaging or tried to find 

information in relation to 

outdoor activities

Q. In the last 12 months, have you seen any safety messaging, or tried to find safety information in relation to outdoor activities?

Twenty-nine percent of New Zealanders have seen safety messaging or tried to find information in relation to 

outdoor activities. The more knowledge someone has of search and rescue in New Zealand and keeping safe 

outdoors, the more likely they are to pay attention to and seek out information about outdoor activities.

Those more engaged in outdoor activities are 

also more likely than average to have seen 

messaging or tried to find information about 

outdoor activities:

- People who use a distress beacon, always (44%) or 

sometimes (40%)

- People who have volunteered for a search and 

rescue organisation / operation (42%)

- People who have known someone who needed 

search and rescue (41%)

- Those who have done some sort of safety training 

(38%)

- Those with at least some knowledge of search and 

rescue in NZ (34%)
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We showed each respondent one of the two ads (GIFS) below and asked them a number of 

questions about them.
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Base: All New Zealanders who could view the ad on their device; NZSAR Search ad (n=401) | NSAR Lost ad (n=406)

Q. Before today, had you seen this ad?

In total, just over 10% of New Zealanders recall seeing each ad. 

13% 12%

79% 81%

8% 7%

NZSAR Search ad NZSAR Lost ad

Can’t remember

Can't recall seeing the ad

Seen the ad
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11%

6%

15%

20%

Base: All New Zealanders who could view the ad on their device (n=807)

Age and gender Ethnicity
Knowledge of search and 

rescue services in NZ

Distress beacon 

knowledge

Distress 

beacon use

Q. Before today, had you seen this ad? (Lost and Search ads combined).

Women aged 30 to 49 and those who know less about search and rescue services in New 

Zealand are less likely to have seen the ads. On the other hand, Asian New Zealanders are 

more likely to have seen them.

12%
10%

13%

6%

18%

13%

19%

8%

2%

18%
16%

11%

12%
14%

12%

Men 
18 to 29

Women 18 
to 29

Men 30 
to 49

Women 30 
to 49

Men 50 
plus

Women 
50 plus

NZ 

European

Maori Pacific Asian At least 

some 

knowledge

General 

idea

No idea Knows what 

distress 

beacon is

Doesn't 

know what 

distress 

beacon is

Always 

takes a 

distress 

beacon

Sometimes 

takes a 

distress 

beacon

Never 

takes a 

distress 

beacon

All
NZers

BLUE- Significantly higher 

RED - Significantly lower
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Base: All New Zealanders who could view the ads on their device; NZSAR Search ad (n=401) | NSAR Lost ad (n=406)

Q. How much do you agree with each of the following statements about this ad?

The two ads performed similarly. Most people thought the points made in the ads were believable, and over 60% of 

people felt more inclined to take a distress beacon on their next adventure. However, the ads didn’t rate as well on 

improving people’s understanding of distress beacons. 

78%

63%

53%

48%

46%

14%

The points made in the ad were believable

It made me more likely to take a distress beacon 
on outdoor adventures

It has improved my understanding of what a 
distress beacon does

It contained new information

The points made in the ad were relevant to me

It’s a bit difficult to understand

Search ad
(net agree)

Lost ad
(net agree)

82%

61%

49%

52%

44%

11%
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Asian New Zealanders and people who 

don’t know what a distress beacon is found 

the ads more difficult to understand than 

other groups. 

However, they were also more likely to 

agree that the ads…

• contained new information; and

• improved their understanding of what a 

distress beacon does.

People who do water activities and those 

who don’t already use a distress beacon 

are more likely than average to say the ads 

increased their chances of taking a distress 

beacon on their next outdoor adventure.

People more likely to be involved with 

outdoor activities found the ads more 

relevant to them, including…

• men aged 30 to 49

• distress beacon owners

• people who do outdoor activities; and

• people who have volunteered for search 

and rescue.

People who didn’t already know what a distress beacon is found the ads more difficult to understand. However, they 

were more likely to say that they contained new information and improved their understanding. People who do water 

activities and don’t currently use a distress beacon were most influenced by the ads.

Q. How much do you agree with each of the following statements about this ad?

Knowledge and understanding Intentions Personal relevance
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New Zealand Search and Rescue Council

Rescue Coordination Centre New Zealand

Ambulance New Zealand

New Zealand Police

Fire and Emergency New Zealand

NZDF (Army/Navy/Air Force)

Ministry of Transport

Department of Conservation

Local / Regional Councils

Coastguard Boating Education

Coastguard New Zealand

Harbourmasters

Maritime New Zealand

Surf Life Saving New Zealand

Swimming New Zealand

Water Safety New Zealand

Federated Mountain Clubs

Mountain Safety Council

New Zealand Alpine Club

Land Search and Rescue New Zealand

Don’t know

Base: All New Zealanders

Q. Which of the following organisations support people to stay safe when they're doing outdoor activities?

40%

32%

25%

47%

33%

14%

17%

47%

33%

11%

12%

6%

8%

14%

9%

14%

40%

49%

43%

55%

9%

21%

17%

11%

23%

12%

7%

3%

29%

27%

26%

26%

19%

23%

23%

35%

60%

13%

15%

12%

21%

11%

19%

17%

11%

21%

11%

11%

4%

10%

15%

58%

72%

41%

52%

64%

34%

59%

6%

9%

7%

14%

5%

On land
In, on and around 

lakes and rivers

In, on and around 

the sea

Emergency services

Government agencies / 

Councils

Water services

Land services



All sample profile information is unweighted

Sample profile

GENDER

AGE

ETHNICITY

46%

54%

1%

17%

19%

18%

18%

15%

14%

74%

15%

12%

5%

71%

29%

Male

Female

Another gender

18 to 29

30 to 39

40 to 49

50 to 59

60 to 69

70 plus

NZ European

Asian New Zealanders

Māori

Pacific peoples

NZ born

Migrant

Te Tai Tokerau 4%

Tāmaki Makaurau 34%

Waikato 10% Te Moana-a-Toi 6%

Te Tai Rāwhiti 1%

Te Matau-a-Māui 4%
Taranaki 2%

Manawatū-Whanganui  5%

Te Whanga-nui-a-Tara 10%

Waitaha 14%

Te Tai Poutini 1%

Te Tauihu-o-te-waka 1%

Whakatū 1%

Te Tai-o-Aorere 1%

Otakou 5%

Murihiku 2%
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All sample profile information is unweighted

Land based 

activities (53%)

Boating activities 

(26%)

Water activities 

(62%)

36%
11%
10%
10%
14%

7%
6%
5%
4%
2%
2%

17%
2%

14%

45%
42%

27%
5%
5%
4%

2%
1%
1%
1%

23%
1%

Hiking

Land based fishing

Tramping

Driving off-road vehicles

Mountain biking

Trail running

Hunting

Skiing or snowboarding

Alpine climbing / mountaineering

Caving

Canyoning

Recreational boating

Non-recreational boating

Fishing from a vessel

Swimming at the beach

Swimming in a pool

Swimming at a river or lake

Diving

Towed water activity

Surfing

Adventure air-based activities

Piloting/flying on private plane

Piloting/flying on private helicopter

Hot air ballooning

None of these

Don't know

Air activities (3%)

19%

5%

4%

4%

73%

Known someone who needed help from
search and rescue services

Volunteered for a search and rescue
organisation

Personally needed help from search and
rescue services

Volunteered for a search and rescue operation

None of the above

Involvement with search and rescue services

Completed some sort of safety training

27% have 

completed 

some sort of 

safety training 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
R e s e a r c h  A s s o c i a t i o n  N Z  C o d e  o f  P r a c t i c e

Kantar Public practitioners are members of the Research Association NZ and are obliged to comply with the Research Association NZ 

Code of Practice. A copy of the Code is available from the Executive Secretary or the Complaints Officer of the Society.

Confidentiality

Reports and other records relevant to a Market Research project and provided by the Researcher shall normally be for use solely by the 

Client and the Client’s consultants or advisers.

Research Information

Article 25 of the Research Association NZ Code states:

a. The research technique and methods used in a Marketing Research project do not become the property of the Client, who has no 

exclusive right to their use.

b. Marketing research proposals, discussion papers and quotations, unless these have been paid for by the client, remain the 

property of the Researcher.

c. They must not be disclosed by the Client to any third party, other than to a consultant working for a Client on that project. In 

particular, they must not be used by the Client to influence proposals or cost quotations from other researchers.

Publication of a Research Project

Article 31 of the Research Association NZ Code states:

Where a client publishes any of the findings of a research project the client has a responsibility to ensure these are not misleading.  The 

Researcher must be consulted and agree in advance to the form and content for publication.  Where this does not happen the Researcher 

is entitled to:

a. Refuse permission for their name to be quoted in connection with the published findings

b. Publish the appropriate details of the project

c. Correct any misleading aspects of the published presentation of the findings

Electronic Copies

Electronic copies of reports, presentations, proposals and other documents must not be altered or amended if that document is still 

identified as a Kantar Public document.  The authorised original of all electronic copies and hard copies derived from these are to be 

retained by Kantar Public .

Kantar Public ™ New Zealand is certified to International Standard ISO 20252 (2012). This project will be/has been completed in 

compliance with this International Standard.

This presentation is subject to the detailed terms and conditions of Kantar Public, a copy of which is available on request or online here.

https://www.colmarbrunton.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Colmar_Brunton_Terms__Conditions_2019.pdf

